Beyond the Veil. Concert date: 31 January 2014, 19:00. Concert place: Concert Hall on Zirgu street.

Interviews with the man himself on his work and inspiration. John Tavener – Beyond the Veil

This in-depth look at composer John Tavener features interviews with the man himself on his work and inspiration. John Tavener – Beyond the Veil

This extended South Bank Show film, first shown in 1998, pays tribute to the 54-year-old composer whose work, with its spiritual themes, has gained him a cult following.

John Tavener: Beyond the Veil DVD Movie - CD Universe

Filmed in England and Greece, this music-based portrait of John Tavener presents a window into the depth of a truly great and original composer. John Tavener: Beyond the Veil

The classic portrait of composer John Tavener - Beyond the Veil - featuring his music and interviews with the composer, this film pays tribute to the man who composed the 'Song for Athene' and played at Princess Diana's wedding.

John Tavener - Beyond the Veil DVD - CD Universe

Filmed in England and Greece, this music-based portrait of John Tavener presents a window into the world of a truly great and original composer. John Tavener: Beyond the Veil

So many of the world's most beautiful and profound sounds have come from John Tavener's pen. The English composer has died at the age of 62.

John Tavener - Beyond the Veil DVD - CD Universe

Filmed in England and Greece, this music-based portrait of John Tavener presents a window into the world of a truly great and original composer. John Tavener: Beyond the Veil

When John Tavener died on 7 January 2006 at his family home in Wembley, London, the world lost one of its most original composers.
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So many of the world's most beautiful and profound sounds have come from John Tavener's pen. The English composer has died at the age of 62.
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So many of the world's most beautiful and profound sounds have come from John Tavener's pen. The English composer has died at the age of 62.
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Filmed in England and Greece, this music-based portrait of John Tavener presents a window into the world of a truly great and original composer. John Tavener: Beyond the Veil